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ABSTRACT 
Register, Susan L., A Profile of Nebraska Extension Agents Re-' 
lated to Their Awareness, Self-Perceived Confidence Levels, Attitudes 
and Present Practices in Selected Areas of Mass Media Conrrunications. 
Master's Thesis, 1983. University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 
~se. It was the purpose of this study to construct a pro-
file of Ne~ka Extension Agents related to their awareness, self-per-
ceived confidence levels, attitudes and present practices in selected 
areas of mass media camunications. 
Method. A questioonaire, developed by the author, was mailed 
to 100 percent of the Nebraska Extension Agents. The questiomlaire used 
a UJ<ert scale to measure self-percieved confidence levels and educational 
effectiveness in regard to selected mass media taska. A five point Likert 
scale was used to measure heM often selected source materials were used 
in creating media releases. Personal media habits were revealed as well 
as professional mass media output. De!rographic information such as years 
of experience, age, extension title, and previous mass media tra.i.ning, 
were also reported. 
Fin~s. Ninety-three percent of the agents returned the sur-
vey which waBCJecei:tnined to be the canplete population. Of these agents, 
41 percent had no formal mass media coonuru.cations training and 38 per-
cent had only one media course. Agents listed several areas in 'Nhich they 
needed further inservice training. 
Agents with high confidence levels in writing newspaper articles 
consistantly spent !fOre personal t~ reading newspapers than those with 
low confidence levels. No such relationship was fOL1l1d with radio and tel-
eviaion. Agents with high confidence levels in producing selected media 
releases rated similar media methods as having higher educational effec-
tivw.ess than agents with low confidence levels. Agents with high con-
fidence levels also produced !fOre media releases per rronth. No relation-
ship was found between the annunt of media releases produced per rralth 
and the years of experience an agent had. A positive relationship was 
also found between a high educational effectivw.ess rating and the BllPl.lnt 
of media releases produced per !fOnth. This study sha.1s that attitudes, 
confidence levels, and personal media habits can and do affect the out-
put of mass media releases by Nebraska Extension Agents. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"The instructional value of media does not 
necessarily lie within the media itself but rather in how 
it is perceived and utilize.d."(4) 
Keeping the public in touch wi th research results and 
other information is a major responsibility of land-grant 
colleges, particularly in the agricultural and home 
economics areas. (27) Workshops, demonstrations and farm 
visitations have been used successfully in the past but 
many people remain untoucherl. In the University of 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service Training Handbook, 
Dr. Leo E. Lucas says of mass media approaches, " .•. radio, 
television, newspaper, and magazines continue to be useful 
ways to create awareness about programs." Lucas discusses 
the use of Cable Television as a technique to deliver 
educational material to a new audience. For example, urban 
audiences received information in the areas of home 
gardening, horticulture and human nutrition, via Cable 
Television mass media programmlng.(33) 
Successful mass media communications, states Emery, is 
person-to-person contact repeated thousands of times 
simultaneously. This is accomplished by mastering basic 
2 
techniques of journalistic communication such as writing, 
editing, newscasting and graphic presentations. (7) The 
responsibility of the mass media communicator has been to 
strike a balance among the functions of informing, 
instructing and entertaining. (7,29) As professional 
communicators, extension service personnel must not only 
appreciate the importance of mass media communications, but 
have the knowledge to utilize them properly while 
maintaining the balance between informing, instructing 
and entertaining to increase the effectiveness of their 
efforts. 
Statement of Problem 
It was the purpose of this study to construct a 
profile of Nebraska Extension Agents related to their 
awareness, self-perceived confidence levels, attitudes and 
present practices in selected areas of mass media 
communications. More specifically, the objectives were: 
1. To determine the personal media habits of 
extension agents 
a. Subscriptions 
regarding: 
to newspapers, professional 
magazines, hews magazines, other magazines, 
and newsletters received 
3 
b. Time spent in reading or scanning each 
category of material 
c. Time spent listening to radio and 
television 
2. To ascertain self-perceived confidence levels of 
extension agents related to: 
a. Writing and editing newspaper feature 
articles 
b. Writing and editing newspaper columns 
c. Writing and editing newspaper news stories 
d. Production and dissemination of television 
programs 
e. Production 
broadcasts 
and dissemination of radio 
3. To assess selected mass media practices used 
by extension agents and the resources used in 
preparing them. 
4. To evaluate the attitudes of agents pertaining 
to the effectiveness of selected mass media 
approaches used for educational communication. 
S. To compile a list of inservice courses that 
agents feel would help them improve their mass 
media communications skills and practices. 
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Significance oE Study 
In a study of the communications behavior of Ohio's 
extension agents, Rogers found that 56 percent of the 
farmers claimed their county extension agent was their best 
contact with agricultural scientists. When these same 
farmers were asked the most important source of farming 
information, only 13 percent cited their county extension 
agent. (23) According to this research, a failure to 
communicate effectively exists between agent and consumer. 
To change this problem, the Cooperative Extension Service 
needs assistance in planning, developing, and executing 
meaningful training programs to assist agents. Present 
approaches are not effective because not enough is known 
about the agents' previous training, attitudes and needs 
in the area of communications. (16) 
In 1960, the most important methods of disseminating 
information about farm developments and practices were 
newspaper articles, meetings and personal contact with 
farmers. (23) Today's extension audiences are far more 
diversified and involved. Traditional methods of reaching 
the people must be expanded. Greater competition for space 
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from organizations that have skilled communicators, and the 
information explosion from alternate delivery systems 
(i.e., Cable Television, home video recorders, and 
computers.) are forcing agents to improve their 
competencies in mass communications so as to remain 
competitive for non-guaranteed space that is now available. 
(14) To reach this expanding, fast paced clientele, 
extension agents must develop the skills and strategies to 
increase their effectiveness as mass media communicators. 
This study was conducted to provide the information that 
will give future direction to inservice and pre-service 
mass media communications training of extension agents. 
Definition of Terms 
AGNET 
An agricultural computer network based at the 
Uni versi ty of Nebraska, that is used for communicating 
information to extension agents and other subscribers. 
eMS 
Conversational Monitoring System, a computer system 
based at the University of Nebraska. 
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Column, Column Article 
A newspaper or magazine article to inform readers of 
the author's opinion, usually published regularly. 
Communication 
The art of transmitting information, ideas, and 
attitudes from one person to another. 
Cooperative Extension Agent, Extension Agent, Agent 
An informal educator employed by the Cooperative 
Extension Service to disseminate agricultural, home 
economics, and related subject matter to the public. 
Cooperative Extension Service, Extension Service 
Organized under the Smith-Lever Act to disseminate 
agricultural, home economics, and related subject matter to 
the public. 
Editing 
Creatively altering the original recorded order 
and/or length of an article, film or tape. 
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Feature Article 
An article that is not necessarily timely in subject 
matter, in which the author has more freedom in writing 
style. 
Guaranteed Time/Space 
Time or space that is held open for use by a 
specified writer. 
Mass Media Communication 
Delivering information, ideas and attitudes to a 
sizable and diversified audience through the use of media 
developed for that purpose. 
Mass Media 
Specl fically the use of radio, television, 
newspapers and magazines. 
Media Consumer 
Anyone using a form of mass media for instruction, 
information or entertainment. 
News Story 
An educational or informative article that is very 
current. 
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Non-Guaranteed Time/Space 
Time or space not held for a specific purpose but 
available for use. 
Other Magazines 
Any magazine of a non-professional subject matter. 
Profile 
A biography of a group in relation to Communications 
attitudes, competencies and practices. 
Scanned 
Briefly over viewing material presented. 
Limitations 
This study was limited to Nebraska Extension Agents. 
Recommendations are directed to individuals preparing for 
service in the Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service, and 
also to university departments and inservice programs 
presently training current and prospective extension 
agents. 
Extension 
communicators, 
information to 
must be aware 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
have 
the 
of 
Introduction 
service personnel, as professional 
the responsibility of disseminating 
public. To accomplish this goal, they 
the possible instructional methods 
available to them and also acquire the competencies 
necessary to effectively use these methods. This study was 
developed to facilitate the mass media communications 
training of Nebraska extension agents by providing a 
profile of present agents related to their awareness, self-
perceived confidence levels, attitudes and present 
practices in selected areas of mass media communications. 
The review of literature has revealed a number of 
studies completed in the broad areas of mass media 
communications and how extension services are using various 
forms of mass media communications. Very few of these 
studies, however, have been conducted in relation to 
attitudes, awareness and personal media habits, 
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regarding their effects on mass media usage by agents. 
The literature that relates to this study is divided into 
three areas: 1) Effectiveness of available mass media 
methods as 
habits, and 3) 
an instructional tool, 2) Personal 
Self-perceived confidence levels. 
Effectiveness of Available Mass Media Methods 
media 
The effectiveness of the mass media as a form of 
instructional communications is well reported. Emery 
stated that men today learn almost everything they know 
through some medium of mass communications--television, 
radio, newspapers, magazines, books and films.(7) 
NEWSPAPERS 
With the advent of the electronic age, forms of mass 
communications have changed. However, despite the heavy 
impact of television news coverage on the public, 
newspapers continue to serve as the basic news medium for a 
majority of the population.(7,31) Sixty-three million 
copies of daily newspapers are sold each day, thus 
newspapers become an important tool of reaching vast 
audiences. In fact The Mass Media: Aspen Institute Guide 
to Communication Industry Trend reports that 73 percent of 
all adults read newspapers.(26) 
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Tillinghaust found that the number of people who read 
newspapers increases proportionally 
levels increase.(31) O'Keef 
correlation between the time people 
and how useful newspapers were 
individual. (19) 
as age and education 
discovered a direct 
spend with newspapers 
perceived to be by the 
Ward 
farmers in 
reported the 
South Central 
findings of Steele's survey 
Wisconsin. He found that 
of 
92 
percent reported receiving extension information from farm 
papers or magazines and 86 percent from the local 
newspaper.(34) The Kansas Extension Service increased the 
audience size of their "Outlook" program from 4,000 to over 
150,000 when they included 48 daily newspapers and ten farm 
weeklies, with a total circulation of over 970,000, to 
their programs as well as other forms of mass media 
communications. (3) 
Even with its vast circulation and readership, Emery 
concluded if the printed media were to continue to serve a 
part of the mass public, which can only buy at a low cost, 
a new break through in printing technology, specifically 
extending application of photography, would be needed to 
maintain its popularity.(7) 
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RADIO 
Radio has become a constant companion for many. 
Every community in America is served by its own or a nearby 
station. By 1970, 98 percent of the homes in the United 
States were equipped with one or more radios. Nearly 
218,500,000 of all radio sets were in homes, 74,900,000 in 
automobiles, and 10,000,000 were in public places.(24) It 
was estimated that almost 100,000,000 persons, 18 years of 
age and older, listen to radio each day. (7) Seventy 
percent of the daytime listening is to radio, while in the 
evening, radio holds only 25 percent of the listening.(24) 
time 
Webb reported on the effective 
on the radio.(35) Cornell's 
use 
Mass 
of public service 
Media Service 
of humor for created a "slice-of-life dialog" with a touch 
added interest. Twenty radio spots were distributed to 90 
different stations and aired over 18,000 times. Two 
million energy fact sheets 
the five months that the 
were requested by consumers in 
programming was aired. Lutz 
reported on the effectiveness of "Radio Tours" in reaching 
farmers that couldn't accompany a scheduled irrigation tour 
in person.(17) Farmers busy in the field could tune in 
radios and follow the farm to farm tour, learning 
descriptions and answers to irrigation problems of the 
area. Kansas State Extension used 30 minute radio segments 
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on 60 stations to increase the power of their extension 
programs. The audiences for these stations were estimated 
at 315,000 people. (3) 
Television 
Educational stations have proved beyond question that 
radio and television can teach, especially 
late 1950's, 
in controlled 
millions of classroom situations. In the 
adults were already taking advantage of the small number of 
educational radio and television programs that were 
available. (24) Flemming studied the informati ve and 
instructional effectiveness of television by using 60 second 
extension commercials (sponsored by area businesses to 
reduce costs).(9) At the beginning of each segment, an 
identical introduction was used to instill awareness of the 
extension service. Local county agents were used to 
present each segment, thus 
the agents' service area. 
personalizing the segments to 
Agents commented on frequent 
recognition and increased requests for more information. 
With potential audiences of approximately three 
million, the Georgia Extension Service switched from an 
early Saturday morning television show to 60 second public 
service broadcasts. Agents wrote and broadcast the 
segments that aired during prime time viewing hours. 
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Thorp stated that calls for futher information were higher 
than ever before. (30) Tom Bare, Nebraska Assistant 
Extension Editor, was quoted by Flemming as saying that 26 
extension public service announcements were broadcast a 
total of 222 times.(IO) The amount of homes reached, by 
these segments, was estimated at 7,992,000. 
These studies show the importance and effectiveness 
of selected mass media approaches as educational and 
informational sources. However Swanson reportedly found, 
that among Minnesota extension personnel, faculty, and 
scientists, research reported on radio, television, 
newspapers, or non-agricultural magazines was perceived to 
have low credibility.(27) This same group also felt that 
"effectiveness with the media" was a measure of their 
success. Swanson recommended that efforts be 
remove the distrust and low credibility rating 
reports. 
Personal Media Habits 
made to 
of media 
Studies relating to personal media habits have been 
conducted to classify values of individuals and groups as in 
Becker and Connor's study of mass media.(2) They found 
that the median time for television viewing was two hours 
and 53 minutes per day while 48 percent of the people 
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surveyed spent 30 minutes per day with the newspaper. 
Becker and Connor verified previous studies, finding that 
an increased education background increases printed media 
consumption but decreases television viewing. They also 
found that as age increases, total media usage increases. 
Females viewed more television but spent less time with 
magazines and newspapers. They concluded that heavy media 
users held different values. For example, heavy magazine 
readers tended to have independent and intellectual values, 
newspaper readers' values were honest and logical, while 
heavy television viewers had high happiness values. 
Rickard used the subject of personal media habits to 
find correlations between ages and economic levels and 
preferred media sources.(22) She found, that among 
Mexican-Americans in San Jose, that 33 percent of those 
18-34 years of age, reported receiving their news from 
television. Newspapers were the source for 32 percent and 
19 percent reported radio as their news source. As ages 
increased to the 35-54 years of age category, the news 
source percentages were 22 for television, 46 for 
newspapers, and 16 for radio. Seventy-eight percent of 
those 18-34 years of age preferred television as their 
single source for information, while 83 percent of "those 
35-54 years of age chose newspapers as their preferred 
single informational source. 
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Self-Perceived Confidence Levels 
Laughren, working with Wisconsin extension agents, 
obtained self-perceived confidence levels of selected mass 
media skills.(14) A Likert scale was used,one equaling 
very unskilled and ten equaling very skilled. The means 
ranged from 6.4 on press release writing to 4.7 on 
preparing television 
broadcasting rated 
rated 6.1. She 
show materials. On-air television 
4.8 while on-air radio broadcasting 
found no correlation between these 
perceived skill levels and the number of media channels 
where the agent had guaranteed time and space. Busse, 
studying the relationship between media competencies and 
media usage of elementary teachers in Minneapolis, also 
used a Likert scale of one to ten (very low competency to 
very high competency).(4) No correlation was found between 
perceived competencies and the rate of utilization, 
concluding that teachers were using media equipment and 
methods for instructional purposes that they felt 
unqualified to use. A 
confidence levels and the 
correlation 
educational 
was found between 
value level that 
teachers placed on an item of media. Though this study 
deals with audio visual media usage in the classroom, 
similar situations may arise with extension agents. 
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Summary 
Selected mass media methods have proven to be 
effective educational tools. Ward reported that Steele 
found that of the respondents in a state wide random 
sample in 1977 and 1978 in Wisconsin, 78 percent reported 
having had some contact with the extension service through 
the mass media.(34) Forty-eight percent reported that 
their only contact with the extension service was through 
the mass media. Steele was also reported to have found 
that in a random sample of all farmers in south central 
Wisconsin, 92 percent claimed to have received extension 
information from farm papers and magazines, 86 percent 
received information from the local newspaper, 72 percent 
from the local radio and 50 percent from extension 
meetings. The audiences are receptive if the agents use 
the proper teaching channels. 
When asked the main problem in preparing messages for 
the intended audiences, Wisconsin agents said that "lack of 
time" was the main reason and that "lack of necessary 
skills" was next. (34) In one study, confidence levels were 
found to correlate with educational effectiveness ratings 
of the media method. (4) Agents have the responsibility to 
disseminate information to the public. The mass media is a 
18 
proven channel for this flow of information. To utilize 
these channels, attitudes of educational effectiveness and 
confidence levels need to be "tuned-in" to meet the 
challenge. 
c 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING THE STUDY 
The present study was designed as a descriptive 
survey of the awareness, self-perceived confidence levels, 
attitudes and present practices of extension agents in the 
State of Nebraska, in regard to specific mass media 
communications methods. 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 111 
There is a difference between the extent of the 
personal media hahits of agents and their self-perceived 
confidence levels regarding: 
a. Writing and editing newspaper feature articles; 
b. Writing and editing newspaper columns; 
c. Writing and editing news stories; 
d. 
e. 
Production 
broadcasts; 
Production 
programming. 
and dissemination of radio 
and dissemination of television 
--
20 
Hypothesis #2 
There is a difference between the attitudes of 
agents towards the educational effectiveness of selected 
mass media methods and thei r self,-percei ved confidence 
levels in the production of these releases. 
Hypothesis #3 
There is a difference between the present output of 
selected mass media releases by agents and their self-
perceived confidence levels in the production of these 
releases. 
Hypothesis 114 
There is a difference between the number of years 
an agent has been in the extension service and the amount 
of selected mass media releases being produced per month 
by the agent. 
Hypothesis #5 
There is a difference between how agents perceive 
the educational effectiveness of selected mass media 
methods and the number of releases that are produced per 
month using those selected media methods. 
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Identification of the Population 
The population for this study was 100 percent of the 
extension agents in the State of Nebraska. 
Preparation of the Instrument 
The data collecting instrument was prepared after 
consultation with Mr. Dan Lutz, Professor and Extension 
Communications Specialist, and Dr. Robert Florell Extension 
Program Evaluation and Staf£ Development Specialist for the 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service. Cheryl M. 
Laughren's measuring instrument was used as a pattern for a 
portion of the study. 
The initial questionnaire was administered, for 
validation, to ten state level extension or communications 
experts. 
Review Team 
Dr Norman Tooker, Assistant Director of 
International Programs, and Associate Professor and 
Extension Specialist, Agricultural Education. 
Dr Ken Bolen, Assistant 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Dr. Robert Florell, 
Evaluation and Staff Development 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Director, 
Extension 
Specialist, 
Nebraska 
Program 
Nebraska 
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Dr. Lloyd Young, Director Southeast Extension 
and Research Center and Extension District V, 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service 
Mr. William·Cords, Personnel Officer, Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Mr. Dan 
Communications 
Communications, 
Ser vi ce 
Ms. Deloris 
Communicati.ons 
Communications, 
Service 
Lutz, Professor and Extension 
Specialist Agricultural 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
Clouse, Professor and Extension 
Specialist in Agricultural 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
Ms. Kay Rockwell, Extension Evaluation 
Technician 
Development 
Service 
and Program Evaluation and Staff 
Specialist, Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
Dr. John Burbank, Program and Reports 
Specialist, Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service 
Mr. James Randall, Extension Communication 
Specialist-Broadcasting Media, Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension Service 
Collection of Data 
The data were collected by a mail. survey (Appendix 
A) with numbered returns for the purpose of follow-up 
requests only. A cover letter (Appendix B) accompanied 
each survey to identify the author's objectives. 
The instrument provided for the collection of the 
following information: 
1, Demographic information including: 
a. age 
23 
b. years in extension service and years in Neb-
raska extension service 
c. title, i.e., home economics, agriculture, 
chair or news coordinator 
d. education level, and major study emphasis 
e. population of present extension service area 
2. What type of publications and how much time i.s 
being spent by agents as media consumers. 
3. Self-perceived confidence levels related to 
specific mass media competencies. 
4. Present mass media usage and attitude toward 
effectiveness of these selected mass media 
approaches as forms of 
communication. 
5. Resources used in preparing 
media practices. 
instructional 
selected mass 
6. Desired courses for inservice instruction. 
A follow-up reminder (Appendix C) was placed in the 
"Mail Box" program of the AGNET computer system 12 days 
after the initial mailing. A follow-up letter (Appendix C) 
was mailed to all agents that had not responded after a 
three week period. 
The return rate of the questionnaire was as follows: 
07 days ........•...•....• 55 percent 
24 
12 d"ys • •••.•••••••••..•• 7 0 percent 
21 days · •.••...••.••••••• 8 0 percent 
30 days • ••••••.•.•••••••• 8 7 percent 
42 days • ••••.•••.•••..... 9 3 percent 
Analysis of Data 
All raw data were entered on a permanent file of an 
Alphamicro computer and transferred by phone modem to the 
University of Nebraska CMS computer system for further 
study and analysis. 
After consultation with Dr. Walter Stroup, Assistant 
Professor, Biometrics and Information Systems Center, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, it was determined that no 
statistical inferences needed to be carried out due to the 
high rate of ret urn (93 percent) of the complete 
population. Hypotheses will be accepted or rejected based 
upon the researcher's judgement 
between means. 
concerning differences 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Restatement of Problem 
Serving the public 1S the responsibility of every 
extension agent. In today's hurried and mobile society, 
reaching the public with new and important information has 
become a difficult task. The use of the mass media as a 
form of informational and instructional media has proven 
successful for many extension service personnel. 
The purpose of this study was to construct a profile 
of Nebraska Cooperative Extension Agents related to their 
awareness, self perceived confidence levels, attitudes and 
present practices in selected areas of mass media 
communications. To give a more complete profile of 
extension agents in Nebraska and to facilitate further 
comparisons, several demographic variables were added 
including: age, years in extension service, current 
extension title, and the number of formal courses taken in 
mass media communications. 
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General Information 
The Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service is 
divided into five districts (Figure 1). Because of the 
state's sparse rural areas, much of the population is 
centered in the east. Agents were distributed throughout 
the state in proportion to population and need. 
Approximatly 33 percent of the agents were located 
in the most populated fifth district located in 
southeastern Nebraska, while the first district, located in 
western Nebraska, had 12 percent of the extension agents. 
District 2, located in the west central part of the state, 
had 19 percent of the agents, district 3, located in the 
northeast, had 15 percent of the agents and district 4, 
located in the south central area of Nebraska, had almost 
21 percent of the county extension agents in the state 
(Table 1). 
Extension agents were grouped into four age group 
categories: 20 to 25 years of age, 26 to 35 years of age, 
36 to 45 years of age, and those who were older than 45 
years of age. Two percent of the agents were in the 
category of 20 to 25 years of age, and 40 percent of the 
agents fell in the category of 26 to 35 years of age. The 
categories of 36 to 45 years of age and those older than 45 
years of age held 24 percent and 34 percent of the agents 
respectively (Figure 2). 
District 3 
District 1 
District 2 
District 4 
Fi gure 1. 
Nebraska Extension Districts 
District 5 
N 
-..J 
TABLE 1 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF AGENTS 
ACCORDING TO EXTENSION DISTRICTS IN NEBRASKA 
District Frequency Percent 
l. Panhandle 18 11.8 
2. West Central 29 19.0 
3. Northeast 23 15.0 
4. South Central 32 20.9 
5. Southeast 51 33.3 
Total 153 100.0 
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24 percent 
2 Percent 
perceht 
FIGURE 2 
AGES OF NEBRASKA EXTENSION AGENTS 
N 
'" 
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Agents had varied amounts of experience in extension 
service. Experience ranged from several months to over 20 
years. Over 30 percent of the agents had been in the 
extension service less than five years, and 22 percent had 
been in the extension service for more than 20 years 
(Table 2). 
Approximately 34 percent of the agents 
specialized in agriculture, 40 percent specialized in home 
economics and 25 percent held chair appointments (Table 3). 
Previous course work and training in mass media 
communications is found in Table 4. Sixty-eight percent 
had had fewer than two inservice or college courses in mass 
media communications. The statistical mode for the amount 
of inservice or college course work completed in mass media 
was zero and the mean was 1.2 courses. 
Agents requesting further help and instruction 
listed the fol1owing media courses as those they would 
like to see offered: 
Writing Feature Articles 
Photography 
Writing Column Articles 
Writing and Editing Radio Broadcasts 
Effective Delivery on Radio (Do's and Don't's) 
TABLE 2 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENT OF YEARS 
IN EXTENSION SERVICE 
Years in Extension Service Frequency 
Not given 1 
Less than 5 46 
5 - 10 38 
10 - 19 34 
20 or more 34 
Total 153 
31 
Percent 
. 7 
30.1 
24.8 
22.2 
22.2 
100.0 
TABLE 3 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENT OF 
EXTENSION AGENT APPOINTMENTS 
Extension Appointment Title Frequency 
Not given 1 
Agriculture 52 
Home Economics 61 
Chair 38 
News Coordinator 1 
Total 153 
32 
Percent 
.7 
34.0 
39.8 
24.8 
.7 
100.0 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF INSERVICE OR COLLEGE COURSES 
TAKEN IN MASS MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 
Number of Inservice or 
College Courses Frequency 
Com]21eted 
0 63 
1 41 
2 33 
3 5 
4 5 
5 2 
6 1 
7 1 
9 or more 2 
Total 153 
33 
Percent 
41. 2 
26.6 
21.6 
3.3 
3.3 
1.3 
. 7 
.7 
1.3 
100.0 
Writing News Stories 
Taping Television Segments 
Writing and Editing Television Segments 
Writing Newsletters 
Surveying and Working With Local Media 
Media Review 
Slide Presentations 
Basic Writing Skills 
Localizing Articles 
Spicing up Columns 
Basic Journalism 
Advanced Writing Techniques and Creativity 
Sources to Use for Media Development 
Radio and Television Short Spots 
Critique of Current work 
Cable Television Systems 
How to Use University Materials 
Improving Relations With Agricultural Communications 
Wri Hag Summaries 
Submitting Articles to Magazines 
Speed Reading 
Creating Visual Aids 
Improvising Skills 
The Future of Mass Media, How Can We Prepare? 
Professional Exhibits 
34 
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A list of sources for preparing media releases that 
are available to each agent, was evaluated by the agents 
using a Likert scale (5= used very often in producing media 
releases, and 1= not used in producing media releases). 
The mos t hi gh1y used source on the Ii s t was "For Agent 
Release", raUng 4.1. This is a weekly newsletter that is 
sent to each agent from the state extension office. 
Informational "Nebguides" rated a 4.07 on the Likert scale. 
"Nehguides are short extension publications covering 
specific areas of many fields, authored by specialists and 
distributed for public use and information. "Extension 
Circulars" ranked third with 3.67, followed by personal 
information at 3.37. The least used source was "On The 
Air", rating 1.49, closely proceeded by professional 
journals at 1.71, area business literature at 1.77, and 
"Vi deo Cassette Index Service" with 1.78. For other source 
ratings see Table 5. 
Home economics agents differed significantly from 
agriculture agents in their use of "Communipak", "Home 
Economics News Service" publications and "Farm Press" 
publications. The percentages of how often agriculture 
agents and home economics agents used these selected 
sources are found in Table 6. The use of "Communipack" 
rated 2.9 points higher by home economics agents than 
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TABLE 5 
THE PERCENTAGES OF HOI. OFTEN SELECTED SOURCES 
ARE USED IN PREPARING MEDIA RELEASES 
Sources Very often 
5 4 
Professional 
.Journal Articles 1-3 2.0 
Station Bulletins 7.8 15.0 
Research Bulletins 4.6 10.5 
"On The Air" 2.6 2.6 
"Video Cassette 
Index" 2.6 6.5 
"For Agent 
Release" 54.2 24.8 
NebGuides 38.6 38.6 
Extension 
Circulars 28.1 28.1 
Campaign 
Circulars 5.9 ll.l 
4-H Youth 
Publications 9.8 15.0 
Communipak 38.6 3.9 
Home Economics 
News Service 14.4 10.5 
Farm Press 8.5 13.7 
USDA Newsletters 2.6 9.8 
IANR Newsletters 4.6 9.2 
Personal 
Information 24.2 24.2 
Area Business Lit. 2.0 2.6 
Percent 
3 
11.8 
24.2 
24.8 
8.5 
12.4 
8.5 
17.0 
32.0 
27.0 
30.1 
9.8 
6.5 
15.0 
17.0 
19.6 
30.7 
13.7 
2 
37.9 
21.6 
32.7 
19.0 
26.1 
3.3 
4.6 
7.2 
22.2 
29.4 
7.8 
8.5 
15.7 
31.4 
28.1 
8.5 
38.6 
Not used Mean 
1 
47.1 1 71 
31.4 2,M 
27,4 2.31 
67.3 1.49 
52 3 1. 78 
9.1 4.10 
1.3 4 07 
t+. 6 3 6} 
43 8 2.08 
15.7 2 72 
39.9 2 8~ 
60.1 1. 99 
47.0 2 17 
39 2 2 01 
38.6 2.11 
l2.5 3.37 
43.2 1.77 
Source 
Professional 
Journal Articles 
Station Bulletins 
Research Bulletins 
"On The Air" 
TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF THE MEANS OF SOURCE USE FREQUENCY 
AND EXTENSION APPOINTMENT TITLE 
Agriculture Home Economics Chair 
1.6 1.8 1.8 
2.6 2.0 2.9 
2.2 2.2 2.7 
1.6 1.5 1.5 
"Video Cassette Index" 1.8 1.8 1.9 
"For Agent Release" 4.6 3.5 4.5 
NebGuides 4.2 3.9 4.2 
Extension Circulars 3.7 3.6 3.7 
Campaign Circulars 2.3 1.9 2.3 
4-H Youth 
Publications 2.7 2.7 2.8 
CommuniEak 1.8 4.7 1.7 
Difference between 
Agriculture and 
HQm~ E~QnQmj~5 MeaD5 
,2 
.~ 
0.0 
. 1 
0,0 
.9 
.3 
.1 
.4 
0.0 
2.9 
w 
-...! 
TABLE 6 (Continued) 
DHference-between 
Source Agriculture Home Economics Chair Agriculture and 
Home Economics Means 
Home Economics 
News Service 1.1 3.3 1.5 2.2 
Farm Press 2.8 1.3 2.8 1.5 
USDA Newsletters 2.2 2.0 2.1 0.0 
IANR Newsletters 2.5 1.7 2.4 .8 
Personal Information 3.7 3.2 3.4 .5 
Area Business 
Literature 1.9 1.7 1.9 .2 
~ 
agriculture agents. The use of 
39 
"Home Economics News 
Service" was also rated higher by home economics agents by 
2.2 points, while the use of "Farm Press" publications were 
rated 1.5 pOints higher by agricultural agents. "For 
Agents Release," "IANR Newsletters," and "Station 
Bulletins," varied in use by .9 points, .8 points, and .6 
points respectively on the Likert scale. Other listed 
source materials rated less than a .6 point 
between the two samples. 
Findings For Hypotbeses 
Hypothesis 111 
There is a difference between the 
difference 
extent of 
the personal media habits of agents and their self 
perceived confi dence levels regarding: 
a. Writing and 
b. Writing and 
c. Writing and 
d. Production 
e. Production 
programming 
editing newspaper feature articles 
editing newspaper columns 
editing newspaper news stories 
and dissemination of radio broadcasts 
and dissemination of television 
The selected mass media area that had the highest 
subscription mean was other magazines with 2.47. Other 
subscription means were 1.00 for daily newspapers, 2.01 for 
40 
weekly newspapers and 2.05 for professional journals (Table 
7) . 
The estimated time agents spent per week with each 
selected area of mass media was divided into the categories 
of less than one hour, one hour, two to three hours, four 
to five hours, six to seven hours, eight to nine hours, ten 
to 15 hours, 16 to 20 hours, 20 to 25 hours, and greater 
than 25 hours (Table 8). 
Leading areas for media consumption were television, 
radio and daily newspapers, with means falling between five 
and six hours per week. The statistical mode, however, 
for time spent with television was the category of ten to 
15 hours per week. Weekly papers were read less than two 
hours per week. The 
professional journals 
(Table 9). 
consumption mean for time spent wi th 
was two to three hours per week 
Self-perceived confidence levels were rated on a 
Likert scale (9= extreme confidence, and 1= no confidence). 
Confidence level means in newspaper writing were 5.65 in 
feature article writing, 6.37 in news story writing, and 
6.69 in column writing. Editing confidence ranked 5.47, 
5.96, and 6.20 respectively. 
Agents' photography confidence mean was 5.l3"while 
radio writing was 4.84 and television writing was 3.27. 
Confidence means of radio and television broadcasting were 
5.61 and 4.39 (Table 10). 
Media Method 
Used 
Weekly Newspapers 
Daily Newspapers 
Professional Magazines 
Other Magazines 
Newsletters 
TABLE 7 
PERCENTAGES OF THE NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS 
SUBSCRIBED TO BY AGENTS 
Number of Publications Subscribed to by Agents 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 or more Mean 
11.1 33.3 22.9 18.3 8.5 3.9 1.3 0.0 .7 0.0 2.01 
15.7 69.3 14.4 .7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 l.00 
l3.7 24.8 3l.4 17.6 6.5 2.0 2.0 .7 0.0 l.3 2.05 
29.4 7.2 14.4 20.3 9.2 10.5 6.5 0.0 1.3 1.3 2.47 
37.9 9.2 16.3 1l.1 9.2 5.2 4.6 0.0 2.0 4.6 2.22 
;S 
TABLE 8 
CATEGORY NUMBERS AND CATEGORY EQUIVALENCES IN THE NUMBER OF MEDIA CONSUMPTION HOURS 
PER WEEK AND IN THE NUMBER OF ARTICLES RELEASED PER MONTH 
Category Equivalence Category Equivalence 
in Number of Articles in Number of Media 
Category Number Released Per Month Consumption Hours Per Week 
0 less than 1 less than 1 
1 1 1 
2 2 - 3 2 - 3 
3 4 - 5 4 - 5 
4 6 - 7 6 - 7 
5 8 - 9 8 - 9 
6 10 - 15 10 - 15 
7 16 - 20 16 - 20 
8 21 - 25 21 - 25 
9 more than 25 more than 25 
t; 
TABLE 9 
PERCENTAGES OF PERSONAL MEDIA CONSUMPTION (TIME/WEEK) 
SPENT WITH SELECTED MEDIA SOURCES 
Media Method 
Used 
Number of Hours Per Week 
less 1 2-3 4-5 6-7 
than one 
Weekly Newspapers 9.8 
Daily Newspapers 12.4 
Professional Magazines 17.6 
+ 
Other Magazines 29.4 
Newsletters 35.3 
Radio 13.7 
Television 13.7 
*where the arithmatic mean fell 
+statis.tica1 mode 
+ * 54.2 
+ 
17.6 
+* 
45.8 
'" 23.5 
*+ 
41. 2 
12.4 
7.8 
19.6 6.5 4.6 
-k 
15.6 17.0 9.8 
14.4 13.7 5.9 
22.9 10.5 7.8 
9.8 5.9 7..0 
+ 
* 21. 6 15.7 7.2 
-k + 
15.7 n.1 9.8 
25 or 
8-9 10-15 16-20 21-25 more 
. 7 .7 .7 .7 2.6 
7.2 6.5 3.9 4.6 5.2 
1.3 0.0 0.0 .7 .7 
2.0 . 7 . 7 1.3 1.3 
2.0 2.0 .7 0.0 1.3 
3.3 14.4 3.9 3.3 4.6 
5.2 26.1 4.6 3.9 2.0 
t:; 
, 
TABLE 10 
PERCENTAGES AND MEANS OF SELF-PERCEIVED CONFIDENCE LEVELS 
Perceived Confidence Level 
Media Task 1 2 345 6 7 8 9 Mean 
(none) (extrane) 
Writing Newspaper 
Feature Articles 3.3 2.6 6.5 7.2 26.8 19.0 18.3 13.1 3.3 5.65 
Editing Newspaper 
Feature Articles 5.9 4.6 4.6 13.7 19.0 17.6 17.6 11.8 5.2 5.47 
Writing Newspaper 
News Stories 2.6 2.0 2.0 5.2 14.4 17.6 28.1 22.9 5.2 6.37 
Editing Newspaper 
News Stories 6.6 2.6 2.0 9.2 15.0 18.3 18.3 22.2 5.9 5.96 
Writing Newspaper 
Columns 3.3 . 7 3.3 3.9 9.2 13 .1 27.5 28.1 11.1 6.69 
Editing Newspaper 
Columns 6.6 2.0 3.9 4.6 12.4 15.0 24.8 20.9 9.8 6.20 
Taking Quality 
Photographs 11. 2 8.5 9.2 7.2 16.3 11.1 15.7 16.3 4.6 5.13 
Writing Radio Scripts 13.8 5.9 6.5 12.4 19.6 13.7 15.7 9.2 3.3 4.84 
t 
TABLE 10(Continued) 
Perceived Confidence Level 
Media Task 1 2 345 6 7 8 9 Mean 
(none) (extrEme) 
Taping Radio 
Broadcasts 9.8 2.6 10.5 7.2 10.5 13.1 18.3 23.5 4.6 5.61 
Writing 
Television ScriPts 32.7 14.4 9.8 9.8 11.1 11.1 7.2 3.3 .7 3.28 
Taping 
Television Broadcasts 25.5 8.5 10.5 6.5 6.5 11.1 17.0 11.8 2.6 4.31 
Writing Professional 
Journal Articles 34.7 14.4 17.6 8.5 13.7 3.3 6.5 .7 . 7 2.91 
e; 
A low confidence level was determined by the author 
to be a one or two on the self-perceived confidence level 
Likert scal.e. A high confidence level was determined to be 
an eight or nine rating on the same Likert scale. The only 
exception is that of the high confidence level in writi.ng 
professional journal articles, which was increased to a 
seven, eight or nine rating on the Likert scale to increase 
the sample numbers. 
More time was spent with daily newspapers by agents 
who had a high self-perceived confidence level in writing 
newspaper feature articles, writing newspaper news stories, 
and writing newspaper column articles. Agents with high 
and low self-perceived confidence levels, in writing radio 
. segments, showed no difference in corresponding listening 
hahits. High and low confidence levels in broadcasting 
radio productions differed hy 0.65 categories. High and low 
television writing confidence samples differed -0.69 
categories, while television broadcasting confidence 
samples were equal in their time spent watching television. 
High and low confidence levels in writing professional 
journal articles, showed the largest difference with a 1.56 
category difference, in hours spent per week reading 
professional journals (Table ll~. 
TABLE 11 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SELECTED HIGH AND LOW SELF-PERCEIVED CONFIDENCE LEVEL 
GROUPS IN HOURS PER IlliEK SPENT WITH COMPARABLE MEDIA SOURCES 
Difference Between Media Task Confidence 
Level Groups and Personal Use of 
CorresEonding Media Sources 
Media Task Daily Media Source Professional 
Newspapers Radio Television Journals 
Writing Newspaper Feature Articles 1.28 -- -- --
Writing Newspaper News Stories 1.00 -- -- --
Writing Newspa~er Columns 1.18 -- -- --
Writing Radio Scripts --
-.10 -- --
Broadcasting Radio Segments -- .65 -- --
Writing Television Scripts 
-- -- -.69 --
Broadcasting Television Segments -- -- .07 --
Writing Professional Journal Articles -- -- -- 1.56 
~ 
Hypothesis #2 
There is a 
agents toward the 
mass media methods 
difference between the attitudes of 
educational effectiveness of selected 
and their self-perceived confidence 
levels in the production of these releases. 
The attitudes of agents toward the effectiveness of 
the educating ability of selected mass media methods were 
rated on a Likert scale (9= extremely effective and 1= not 
effective). Except for professional journals, there was no 
difference between the means of the different media methods 
that was greater than .5, in regard to their effectiveness 
in educating the public, as perceived by the agents (Table 
12) . 
Self-perceived confidence levels of the population 
have been discussed previously in this chapter (Table 10). 
A low confidence level was determined by the author to 
be a one or two rating on the self-perceived confidence 
level Likert scale. A high confidence level was determined 
to be an eight or nine rating on the same Likert scale. 
The only exception is that of the high confidence level in 
professional journal article writing, which was increased 
to a seven, eight, or nine rating on the Likert scale to 
increase the sample numbers. Those agents with low 
confidence levels had means that were two points lower 
TABLE 12 
PERCENTAGES AND }!EANS OF THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
OF SELECTED MASS MEDIA METHODS 
AS PERCEIVED BY AGENTS 
Effectiveness Level 
Media Method 1 2 3 4 5 
(none) 
6 7 8 9 Mean 
(extreme) 
Newspaper Feature Articles 2.0 0.0 3.3 5.2 10.5 13.7 25.5 28.8 11.1 6.74 
Newspaper News Stories 2.0 0.0 2.0 3.9 13.1 13.1 32.0 24.8 9.2 6.71 
Newspaper Columns 1.3 2.0 2.0 3.3 16.3 14.4 28.1 19.6 13.1 6.62 
Photography 4.6 2.6 4.6 6.5 11.1 11.1 20.3 17.0 22.2 6.46 
Radio 2.0 . 7 2.0 3.3 19.0 16.3 29.4 19.6 7.8 6.47 
Television 4.6 1.3 4.6 3.9 17.0 13.1 23.5 20.3 11.8 6.29 
Professional Journals 30.1 21. 6 20.9 12.4 9.2 3.3 .7 .7 1.3 2.69 
-, 
~ 
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than the means of agents with high confidence levels in 
newspaper feature 
story effectiveness, 
The effectiveness 
article 
and 
of 
effectiveness, newspaper news 
newspaper column effectiveness. 
quality photographs and radio 
broadcasts were rated between one and two points lower by 
agents who had a low self-perceived confidence level in 
producing releases in those areas. Television broadcasts 
and professional journal effectiveness were rated less than 
0.8 points different he tween the two sub groups (Table 13). 
On the basis of this data hypothesis #2 should be accepted. 
Hypothesis #3 
There is a difference between the present output of 
selected mass media releases by agents and their self-
perceived confidence levels in the application of these 
procedures. 
The estimated number of articles or productions that 
agents generated per month were divided into categories of 
less than one release per month, one release per month, two 
to three releases per month, four to five releases per 
month, six to seven releases per month, eight to nine 
releases per month, ten to 15 releases per month, 16 to 20 
releases per month, 21 to 25 releases per month, and more 
than 25 releases per month. The category mean for 
newspaper columns produced per month was greatest at 2.61 
while the lowest category mean was 0.40 for television 
TABLE 13 
MEANS OF MASS MEDIA EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AS RATED BY AGENTS 
WITH HIGH SELF-PERCEIVED CONFIDENCE LEVELS AND AGENTS 
WITH LOW SELF-PERCEIVED CONFIDENCE LEVELS 
Media Source 
Effectiveness Means 
confidence level 
low (1-2) 
confidence level 
high (8-9) difference 
Newspaper Feature Articles 4.89 7.52 2.63 
Newspaper News Stories 4.28 6.71 2.43 
Newspaper Columns 3.33 7.08 3.75 
Quality Photographs 5.53 7.47 1.94 
Radio Broadcasts 5.83 7.00 1.17 
Television Broadcasts 6.04 6.83 .79 
. * ProfessLonal Journals 2.68 3.17 .49 
* Confidence levels 7-8-9 were used to increase sample size. 
\Jl 
..... 
segments generated per month. The category 
newspaper feature articles released per month 
news stories was 2.12, radio productions was 
photographic output was 0.75 (Table 14). 
52 
mean for 
was 0.90, 
1.52 and 
The self-perceived confidence levels of agents in 
relation to the selected mass media tasks has been reported 
earlier in this chapter (Table 10). 
A low confidence level was determined by the author to 
be a one or two rating on the self-perceived confidence 
level Likert scale. A high confidence level was determined 
to be an eight or nine rating on the same Likert scale. 
The only exception is that of the high confidence level in 
professional journal article writing which was increased to 
a seven, eight, or nine rating on the Likert scale to 
increase the sample numbers. 
Highly confident agents released an average of almost 
four newspaper column articles per month while agents with 
low confidence averaged less than one newspaper column 
article release per month. Newspaper news stories released 
per month averaged three to four for highly confident 
agents and less than one release per month for agents with 
low confidence. Newspaper 
quality photographs produced 
feature article 
and television 
releases, 
broadcasts 
TABLE 14 
PERCENTAGES AND CATEGORY MEANS OF THE NUHBER OF 
MASS MEDIA PRODUCTS RELEASED BY AGENTS PER HONTH 
less- Numberper moi1Eli 
than 
Media Methods Used 1 1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-15 16-20 21-25 
Newspaper Feature Articles 46.4 32.0 11.8 6.5 2.0 .7 . 7 0.0 0.0 
Newspaper News Stories 24.8 17.6 20.9 19.0 3.9 4.6 7.8 . 7 . 7 
Newspaper Column Articles 21.6 5.2.11.1 45.8 3.9 2.6 3.9 3.9 1.3 
Photography 69.9 7.8 13 .1 5.2 .7 . 7 1.3 0.0 . 7 
Radio 55.6 7.8 8.5 12.4 4.6 2.0 6.5 0.0 .7 
Television 69.9 22.2 5.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Professional Magazines 98.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
** Refer to Table 8 for category division equivalences 
more ** 
than Category 
25 Hean 
0.0 .90 
0.0 2.12 
.7 2.61 
.7 .75 
2.0 1. 52 
0.0 .40 
0.0 .02 
V1 
W 
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produced, were the only media areas that differed by only 
one release category (Table 15). 
Hypothesis 4 
There is a difference between the number of years 
an agent has been in the extension service and the number 
of selected mass media releases being produced per month by 
the agent. 
Years of extension 
previously in this chapter 
experience were 
(Table 2). Standard 
discussed 
means of 
mass media releases per month were also discussed 
previously in this chapter (Table 14). 
Differences between the categories of years of 
experience related to the categories of media releases 
produced per month were inconsistent, thus no progressive 
difference could be found through each area except for 
newspaper news stories. Newspaper news stories progressed 
from a one to two article per month output by agents with 
less than five years of experience to almost four articles 
per month by agents with more than 20 years experience 
(Table 16). 
Hypothesis 5 
There is a difference between how agents perceive 
TABLE lS 
MEANS AND DIFFERENCES OF AGENTS WITH HIGH AND LOW SELF-PERCEIVED CONFIDENCE LEVELS 
IN RELATION TO MASS MEDIA RELEASES PER MONTH CATEGORIES 
Mass Media 
Production Area 
Newspaper Feature Articles 
Newspaper News Stories 
Newspaper Column Articles 
Quality Photography 
Radio Broadcasts 
Television Broadcasts 
Professional Hagazines 
** Category number of releases Eer month 
confidence level confidence level 
low (1-2) high (8-9) 
.22 1. S6 
.43 2.86 
.SO 2.98 
.30 1. 28 
.40 3.37 
.1S 1. 33 
0.00 0.00 
* Quantity output too small to be measured per month. 
** Refer to Table 8 for category division equivalences. 
Difference 
1.34 
2.43 
2.48 
.98 
2.97 
1.18 
0.00 * 
V1 
V1 
TABLE 16 
MEANS OF MEDIA RELEASES PER MONTH CATEGORIES, 
AS RELATED TO YEARS OF EXTENSION EXPERIENCE 
*-1, Category of Media Releases per Month 
less than 5 5 - 10 
Media Source years years 
experience experience 
Newspaper Feature Articles .85 l.05 
Newspaper News Stories l. 52 l. 68 
Newspaper Column Articles 3.04 2.74 
Quality Photographs .54 l. 26 
Radio Broadcasts l.09 l.42 
Television Broadcasts .35 .50 
Professional Magazines 0.00 0.00 
* Quantity output too small to be measured per month. 
** Refer to Table 8 for category division equivalences. 
10 - 20 more than 20 
years years 
experience experience 
.82 .88 
2.60 2.97 
2.41 2.56 
2.88 l.12 
l.94 l. 68 
l.15 .38 
0.00 0.00 * 
VI 
0'> 
the educational effectiveness of selected mass 
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media 
methods and the number of releases that are produced per 
month using those selected media methods. 
Mass media releases per month and perceived 
effectiveness ratings were discussed previously in this 
chapter. Refer to Table 14 and Table 12 respectively. 
High effectiveness was defined by the author to be 
ratings of eight or nine on the Likert scale of 
instructional effectiveness. Low effectiveness was defined 
by the author to be ratings of one, two or three on the 
same Likert scale. 
Newspaper column articles showed the greatest 
difference in media releases per month when related to 
agents' ratings of high and low educational effectiveness 
with a 2.45 category difference. Radio broadcast output s 
rated 1. 41 categories higher by agents rating radio with 
high educational effectiveness as compared to agents 
rating radio with low educational effectiveness. All other 
media sources rated less than a .5 category difference in 
media releases per month by the two sub groups (Table 17). 
TABLE 17 
MEANS AND DIFFERENCES OF MEDIA RELEASES PER MONTH CATEGORIES 
AS RELATED TO PERCEIVED EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
Category Means of Media Releases per month 
Media Source perceived effectiveness 
level high (8-9) 
Newspaper Feature Articles 1.10 
Newspaper News Stories 2.27 
Newspaper Column Articles 2.88 
Quality Photographs .81 
Radio Broadcasts 1. 74 
Television Broadcasts .32 
perceived effectiveness 
level low (1-2) 
.75 
2.17 
.43 
.12 
.33 
.19 
Difference 
.35 
.10 
2.45 
.48 
1.41 
.13 
~ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to construct a profile 
of Nebraska Cooperative Extension Agents related to their 
awareness, self-perceived confidence levels, attitudes 
Rnd present practices in selected areas of mass media 
communications. 
A survey was developed by the researcher following a 
review of literatllre and consultation with media and 
extension professionals. This instrument was reviewed by 
ten state level extension experts. The revised instrument 
was mailed to 100 percent of the extension agents in the 
State of Nehraska. 
Agents were asked to evaluate a list of sources used 
in producing mass media releases. Personal media 
consumption was also revealed by agents as well as the 
amount of mass media releases that each produced per month. 
Self-perceived confidence levels in producing selected 
media materials were rated on a Likert scale, (9= extreme 
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confidence and 1= no confidence). The perceived 
educational effectiveness of selected mass media methods 
was also rated on a Likert scale (9= extreme effectiveness, 
and 1= not effective). Agents were also asked to list 
media areas or subjects that they would like to have 
covered during future inservice training courses. 
Demographic material provided information on: 
extension district, years of age, years of 
the extension service, extension title and 
exper i ence in 
the amount of 
previous mass media training each agent had received. 
Of the 169 returned surveys, sixteen were elimin~ted 
hecause they had fewer than six months of extension 
experience or because the media releases for their office 
were accomplished by an Extension News Coordinator. 
The data was then entered on a permanent file in an 
Alphamicro computer and 
Nehraska CMS computer 
compilation. 
transfered to 
system for 
the University of 
comparisons, and 
Approximately 40 percent of the agents are between 26 
and 35 years of age and 34 percent are older than 45 years 
of age. Thirty percent of the agents have less than five 
years extension experience. The rest of the agents are 
almost equally distributed between the other four 
experience categories. Forty-one percent of the agents 
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have had no formal mass media communications training in 
the last five years and approximately 38 percent have had 
only one media course, which includes the inservice media 
short course that is offered to all new agents. 
Twenty or more agents requested inservice training in 
the following media areas: 
Writing Feature Articles 
Photography 
Writing Column Articles 
Writing and Editing Radio Broadcasts 
Effective Delivery on Radio CDo's and Don'ts) 
The following courses were listed by at least ten 
agents as areas of need: 
Writing News Stories 
Taping Television Segments 
Writing and Editing Television Segments 
Writing Newsletters 
Surveying and Working With Local Media 
Media Review 
Slide Presentations 
Basic Writing Skills 
Other courses that agents felt would be helpful may 
be found in Chapter IV. 
> 
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Conclusions 
Based on the data presented in Chapter IV, the 
following results and conclusions were i.ndicated: 
1. Hypothesis #1 ~tated that there is a difference 
between the extent of. the personal media habits of the 
agents and their self-perceived confidence levels 
regarding: 
a. Writing and editing newspaper feature articles 
b. Writing and editing newspaper columns 
c. Writing and editing newspaper news stories 
d. Production and dissemination of radio broadcasts 
e. Production and dissemination of television 
programming 
The self-perceived confidence levels in 
selected mass media methods were ranked by agents from 
to low as follows: 
Writing Newspaper Column Articles 
Writing Newspaper News Stories 
Editing Newspaper Column Articles 
Editing Newspaper News Stories 
Writing Newspaper Feature Articles 
Taping Radio Broadcasts 
Editing Newspaper Feature Articles 
using 
high 
Taking Quality Photographs 
Writing Radio Scripts 
Taping Television Productions 
Writing Television Scripts 
Writing Professional Journals Articles 
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Areas of personal media consumption were ranked by 
agents from high to low as follows: 
Television 
Radio 
Daily Newspapers 
Other Magazines 
Weekly Newspapers 
Professional Magazines 
Newsletters 
Agents with high confidence levels in writing 
newspaper feature articles, writing newspaper news stories 
and writing newspaper column articles, conslstantly spent 
more time reading and scanning daily newspapers, than those 
agents with a low confidence level. Agents with high 
confidence levels in writing professional journal articles 
spent more time reading professional journals than those 
who had a low confidence level in this area. The 
confidence levels regarding radio and television writing 
and broadcasting showed little to no difference in time 
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spent listening to the associated media source. On the 
hasis of this information, there is a direct relationship 
hetween personal written media habits and self-perceived 
confidence levels in producing written releases. However 
there is no relation between self-perceived confidence 
levels of selected broadcasting media tasks and the time 
spent listening to the associated media source. 
2. Hypothesis #2 states that there is a difference 
between the attitudes of agents towards the educational 
effectiveness of selected mass media methods and their 
self-perceived confidence levels in the production of these 
releases. 
Selected mass media methods were ranked by 
agents, from high to low, according to their educational 
ef~ectiveness as follows: 
Newspaper Feature Articles 
Newspaper News Stories 
Newspaper Columns 
Radio Broadcasts 
Photography 
Television Broadcasts 
Professional Journals 
Agents with low self-perceived 
continually ranked the selected media 
confidence 
methods 
levels 
lower in 
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educational effectiveness than agents with high self-
perceived confidence levels. Only television and 
professional journals rated less than one point difference. 
The conclusion of this information was that the confidence 
level an agent has in performing selected mass media tasks 
and the agent's awareness of the educational effectiveness 
of that media method are directly related. 
3. Hypothesis #3 states that there is a difference 
between the present output of selected mass media releases 
by agents and their self-perceived confidence levels in 
the production of these releases. 
Selected media methods were ranked by agents from 
high to low, according to the amount of releases they 
produced per month using those methods, as follows: 
Newspaper Column Articles 
Newspaper News Stories 
Radio Broadcasts 
Newspaper Feature Articles 
Photographs 
Television Broadcasts 
Professional Magazine Articles 
Agents with low self-perceived 
continually 
those agents 
released 'fewer 
with high 
mass media 
confidence 
confidence 
productions 
levels 
than 
the levels. Only 
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production area of photographs rated less than a one 
release category difference. The category of professional 
magazi~es was eliminated because only three articles were 
reportedly produced state wide in a three month period. On 
the basis of this data, the conclusion was that 
self-perceived confidence levels and the number of mass 
media releases produced by an agent are directly related. 
4. Hypothesis #4 states that there is a difference 
between the number of years an agent has been in the 
extension service and the number of selected mass media 
releases being produced per month by the agent. 
Only the amount of news stories released, continued to 
increase consistantly in relation to years of experience. 
No other media method either increased or decreased 
consistantly over all the experience categories. As a 
result of this data the conclusi.on was that there was no 
relationship between the amount of years an agent had heen 
in the extension service and how many media releases that 
agent released. 
s. Hypothesis.s states that there is a difference 
between how agents perceive the educational effectiveness 
methods and the number of releases of selected mass media 
that are produced per month using those selected media 
methods. 
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Agents that rated sources with a high educational 
effectiveness consistantly produced more releases in those 
categories. Television, newspaper news stories, newspaper 
feature articles and quality photographs rated less than 
a one release category difference but newspaper columns Rnd 
radio broadcasts had strong increases in the amount of 
releases per month. On the basis of this information the 
conclusion was that the agents' awareness of the 
educational effectiveness of a mass media method eRn 
influence the Rmount of releases that an agent will produce 
using that form of media. 
Based 
study, the 
Recommendations 
on the data received and compiled from this 
following recommendations are made to the 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service and 
that are involved in the training of present 
extension agents. 
to agencies 
and future 
1. It is recommended that more emphasis be 
given to increase the agents' awareness of the 
educational effectiveness of the mass media. 
2. It is recommended that agents' confidence 
levels, in producing media releases, be raised by 
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increasing inservice training in media production 
areas. 
3. It is recommended that more emphasis be 
placed on mass media production 
an incentive to produce more 
increase confidence levels. 
in county offices as 
releases and thus 
4. It is recommended that the list of media 
courses, that agents felt were needed, be studied and 
considered when developing inservice training programs 
for the future. 
S. It is recommended that mass media courses 
be included in all graduate programs of those students 
who have voiced interest in extension service 
employment. 
6. It is recommended that a follow up study be 
made after new mass media inservice programs have 
begun, to see if the mass media educational needs of 
agents are being met. 
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p 
Aqo ___ _ 
MASS MEDIA COKHUNlCA'l'IONS SURVEY 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
'{ears in Cooperative Extension Service _____ _ 
rears in Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service ____ _ 
Current Extension Title 
What W48 your major field of emphasis tor the degrees that you hold? 
Bachelor' 5 ________ Master's ______________ .ooetorllte _____________ _ 
population ot Present ExtensiOn Service Areal 
What training have you had in mass media communications? 
(Please list a.ll courses and indicate if they were undecqradu'ate, 
graduate, or inservice courses taken Within the last five years.) 
SOURCES OP INFORMATION USED IN PREPARING 
MASS KEOIA RELEASES 
Please indicate how otten you use each of the followinq sources while 
preparing mass media release •• 
5- very often, 1- don't use 
SOURCES USED 
• 1 Comments 
Professional Journal i\rtlcles 
Station Bulletins 
Research Bulletins 
~On The 1I1r~ 
~Vldco Cassette Index" 
"For Aqent Relea'se" 
NebGuidcs 
Extension Circulars 
CJ.mP_'l1 n Circulars 
'-H Youth (>ublications 
Communip.:lk 
H"",. Economics sewS Service 
ram Press 
USDA Newsletters 
IAN" Newsletterg 
Personal Inform"tion 
Area Busi.ness' Literatura 
Others (Please t.i:st) 
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PERSONAL MEDIA HABITS 
Plea •• indicate the number of newspApers and maqaz~n.s you subscribe to 
and ast~At. the amount of time you spend readinq, scanninq. and/or 
lbteninq to each are. l.Lst~ below. (Hours/Week) 
NUMBER Of' 
TIME(~PENT WITH EACH 
Hours/W ek) 
MEDIA METHOD PUBLICATIONS WATCHrSG i/OR 
USED SUBSCRIBED to READING SCANNING LISTENING TO 
Newspapers (weekly) 
NeWl'IDi'lOerS (dailY) 
News Maqazines 
Professional Magazines 
Other M.1lQazines 
Newsletters 
Radio 
Television 
Other!! J2Je4se list) 
KASS M.EDIA OfJ1'PU'T INVDITORY 
Plea •• estimate the number of articles or productions that you accomplish 
per month, and the amount of time spent in .,,"ch area. 
N"UMBER OF TI~E SPENT WITH EACK (1I0URS/:10NTHI 
A~~~~~S I PROOt:~,~ONS WRITHIG la/OR BROM~ 
R ASED PE~ ".0.,1'8 TAKI~G PHOTOS EDITING C~ST!NG 
Newspaper 
Feature ~rticles 
Newspaper 
New. Stories 
Newspaper 
Column Article. 
Photoqraphy 
Radio 
Television 
Profeaaional 
M4942:in •• 
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• 
DIRECT IONS: 
Please select a number from the scale below which most accurately 
represents your feelinga about each question. 
NONE AVERAGE &XTREKB 
I, ~ 1 } ,I J ) I J 
SELF PERCEIVED CONFIDENCE ~EVELS 
Rate your confidence level in accomplishing the following media tasks. 
I-no confidence, 9-extreme confidence 
1. _Writing newspAper featurCi articles 
2. ___ Editing r.ewspaper feature articles 
l. ___ Writing newspaper n."'. stories 
•• 
___ Editinq newspaper news stories 
5. ___ Writing newapaper column:l 
•• ___ Editing newspaper columna 
7. ______ Taking quality photographs 
s. ___ Writing radio scripts 
9. ___ Taping and/or broadcasting radio segments 
10. ___ Writing television scripts 
11. ___ Taping andlor broadcasting television segments 
12. ___ Writing profesaional journal articles 
EFFECTIVENESS OF !'lED LA ~ETHOO IJSED 
Rata how effective you f~el the ~ollowinq media ~ethodS are in educat~n~ 
the public. 7 
1- not effective. 9_ extremely effective 
1. ___ Na",spaper feature ~rticles 
2. ___ Ne",spaper nElw. Sltories 
l. ___ N~wspaper columna 
•• 
______ Photoqraphy 
5 • ___ Radio 
•• 
______ Talevision 
1. ___ prof ••• ional journal. 
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What areas ,( subjects) would you like to have covered in an inservice 
lesson or workshop to help you improve your mass media communications 
skills? 
Are you able to work well with your area newspaper editors and news-
casters? Describe your working relationship with these people. 
Do you keep a county history of your extension programs?-----Yes _____ no 
Would you like a copy of the results of chis study?-----Yes _____ no 
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APPENDIX B 
Questionnaire Cover Letter 
a University of Nebraska Uncoln 
InstiMe of Agnculture and Natural Resources 
Agncuttural EducatIOn Department 
302 Agricultural Hall 
East CatnQUS 
uncoln. NE 68583..0701 
""""" 14()2) 472·2807 
August 12. 1983 ~
. , 
. , 
;. .', 
~ : 
...• !.. ... 
To: Nebraska Extension Agents 
From: Susan Register, Graduate Student 
Re: Mass Media Comcunications Survey 
Because of your position in the Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
Service_ you are given many opportunities to communicate with the 
public. A portion of this communication is done through the 
mass media. Extension Administration and the Agricultural 
Communications Department at the University of Nebraska ',.fant to 
make available to you the training to improve you mass media 
skills. To help them accomplish this, Or. Robert Florell, 
Extensi~n Program Evaluation Specialist, and Dan Lutz, Extension 
communications ~pecialist, have asked me to conduct the enclosed 
survey. We request that you complete it and return it to me as 
soon as possible. 
I realize that fair time is very busy, but the ten minutes spent 
on this will have great benefits to the in service curricuium in 
mass media co~unicatiOna 
Each form is pre-numbered to eliminate continual follow-up letters 
to those · .... ho have ccmpleted the forma These numbers will be 
removed when ! receive the form so no one will be able to identify 
your survey. 
I '..,ant to t.hank you for your time and help i.n completing this 
study. Remember. Y0l.lr input is Lmp0J:t.ant. so please send this 
as soon as possible. Thanks again. Please feel free to notify 
me of any problems. 
Sincerely, 
SUS<l., Raqister 
(tl02) ':71-2£07 
)02 rtf!. flJ.ll 
Ea::;t Cmpus 
University of :!~braska-Lincoln 
SH: Jt 
Enclosure 
Un",.".ty 01 N&O,~a at Omana 
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APPENDIX C 
Follow-up Letters 
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-_.------_. __ ._--
Tl:"J: ,'iLL L::-:-CU·!::.:IClt-i tlCiE.:t·n':.;; 
FFL1rl: HL.i [C;UC.fiT I ot" -- net-! 1 0::::;:2 LEF. 12CE.::: 
:;::: ~ '::0 fit'l CT, C8 .... ·24/G3 F:D'11 hDEP flI.:OUT NtiS£; NE:D I A ~;:;UFI)E'l 
I WHIT TO TflfiliK .',ll OF '/OU THfIT HFlt,'E FETUF:li[D HIE ".UF:UEY Him 1,IFlS t'lftllEl' TO 
,,'OU LflST I,IEEF:,. I HFiI)f, tlOT PEGUI'I TO Tt',I:UlnTE THE F:EWU::':, HIT I Ilnl.)[ I:EEI'I 
D(ClTED fll:ClUT HIE i'!l'IIES:T FE::':FOIIS:ES nlnT HFlI.)E DEEtI GI',UI. 
IF ',OU 11>'1',,1[1'1' T HIID THE CHmle[ TO COI'lFlETE THE :"UF:')E'(, F'lEA:,:E DO :::0. 
IT I:" li'iF'OF:mIIT TH"T I,IE HFII,JE [\'EF:'iOHES: F:ES:FOIIS:ES: S,O THf,T IT Ulil 1:E F' 
TF:U[ D<AI'IF'lE OF THE ACEI'ITS Itl IIEBF:tl:3r::n. I HOPE TO ::EE 1'lf,I'!'! TH I tic::; COI'IE 
OUT OF 'THI',:; FEF'OR! THfiT I.JlLl HELP fiLL F,CEtlTS: InTIl THEW I'!EDIFI S:F:ILLS:. 
TlIFiIU': YOU flCflHi FOF: '/OUP IIELF'. IF TIIElF: FIF:E f,lf( ('UESTl(ll'l::: PLEflS,E 
FFfL FH.E TO COlnFICT HE on AGtlET OF: HI 1'1'" orFlCE I 47Z:-i::E'(7) F,CFlItI 
I 1,IFlIIT TO F'EI'lHm 'lOU THAT IF 'lOU FECIE',IED A :,:UP','EY FOF: S:or'IEOIIE nlm VOES 
IIOT D:S I ST 11'1 \'OUF: OF:GFlIIl ZATl Oil PLEA:,:E F:ETUHI IT FILS:(I ,;0 I eflll ITEP TF:f1U: 
OF f,Ll. OF TfiEl'l. 
1;\'[ FL>[' 11011. 
::LIE F:[(;I::,TEI': 
::,02 ~-u:a ifILL 
til'lL 
.STOP 
F" 
" 
.. l.OC 
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"UniverSity of 
Nebraska 
Lincoln 
Instrtute of Agncullurt! and Natural Resources 
S~pte~r 2. 1983 
TO: Nebraska Extension Agents 
From: Susan Register, Graduate Assistant 
II 
~: Follow-up Reminder About Mass Media Survey 
~ ... . , ... . '.. . 
"'!." 
Last month you should have received a mas. media communications 
survey from me. As of September 1, 1983 I have not received & 
res~nse from you concerning this report. Or. Robert Florell, 
CxtenSlon Program Evaluation Specialist, and O&n Lutz, Extension 
C·)mmun 1.o(1tions Speclalist, have asked me to comduct this survey 
50 lmprovements can be made in mass media communications lnservice 
tralnlnq. 
I real~ze that you are busy, but I ho~e you will take the time 
t·) compl~te the survey now. If you have lost or destroyed your 
c~Vy, ~lease contact me at 302 AqHall. University of Nebraska, 
68583 or call me At 472-2807. and I will ma,l you. new copy. 
Fjr news about the results of this survey continue to check 
Y.::lur AG:~ET "Mailbox". Thank you for your tuDe and have fu:" !' 
che State Falor. 
S.Lncerell', 
::;\Jsan R.e1lseer 
'';(aduate Research ASslstant 
302 AglI~ll 
!;N- [. 
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